EXHAUST GAS PURIFICATION
YACHT GENSETS

nauticlean™ e-power™

hugengineering.
A FAURECIA COMPANY
NO WATER CONTAMINATION BY SOOT AND OIL. NO SOOT ON UPHOLSTERY AND TEAK. CLEAN@MARINAS

- For power generators with diesel engines from 55 kW to 200 kW (mech. power)
- Reduces black carbon emissions up to 99%
- Active periodic electric filter regeneration for engines with low exhaust gas temperatures
- Thanks to flexible reactor design and the possibility of a bypass, an installation is possible even in extremely limited spaces.
- Compact system with very low maintenance requirements
- No sulphur limitation for MDO
- Heater section „e-power“ is also suitable as a load-bank for idle operation of the engine

nauticlean™ e-power
nauticlean™ e-power (active electrical regeneration) for Gensets
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